Questionaire
Microsphere Installation
Please mail or fax this questionaire back to BRACE GmbH, Taunusring 50, D-63755
Alzenau, Tel: +49 6023 32316, Fax: +49 6023 4973, email: info@brace.de

Preamble
Dear Sir, dear Madam,
you have decided that your products could make use of a patented BRACE Microsphere installation. We congratulate you to such a good decision.
Since we tailor our installations to your products we need you to answer some questions so
that we can decide which type of installation would be best for you. The following quotation
we give you may not be exactly what you want or need, so it is necessary to discuss the first
quotation to fit it to your needs. In this discussion the price can change substantially (higher
or lower) depending on the additional options you wish to have installed.

Material
I wish to use the following materials to produce microspheres or microcapsules (please identify the type of material, e.g. Alginate, PVA, Thermoplastics, Wax, Metals/Metalalloys, oxides
etc.)
1:
2:
3:
4:
(Please use additional sheets for more matierals)

Type of sphere and Installation
? I wish to have a homogenous mixture of shell and core material(s)
? I wish to have a liquid/solid core and a solid shell
? The diameter of the spheres is larger 2 mm
? I need a FDA/GMP installation for pharmaceutical uses
? I need a FDA installation for food applications
? I need a FDA installation for cosmetic applications
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? I wish to produce continuously (instead of batchwise)
? I wish to have a variable test installation
? I wish to include the installation in a whole productionline (so I wish to define the interfaces)
? My products have to be melted, therefore I need temperatures up to ____________ °C
? My products have to be cooled, therefore I need temperatures down to ___________ °C
? I need a cooling tower for my products (e.g. molten materials) with a height of
__________ m and a temperature of _____________ °C
? I have a cooling tower and want to fit the installation on the cooling tower
? My products have to be solidified by gas (NH3 etc.)
? My minimum throughput needs to be at ________________ g/h
? My maximum throughput needs to be at ________________ kg/h
? My maximum throughput needs to be at ________________ t/a
? I wish BRACE to run tests with my material
? I do not wish BRACE to run tests with my material

Please describe your needs as detailed as possible
(Please use additional sheets for more matierals)
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Proceeding
Now that we have a first idea of the installation that could be usable for you, we will either offer you a installation or ask you detailed questions. Please keep in mind that BRACE will not
guarantee any throughput or capacity or even usability of the installation without testing the
material in their laboratories.

Formalities
Company Name:
Address:

Postal code

City

Country
Telephone:

Fax:

email:

Webpage

Contact person:
Department:
Investment is scheduled for (1 month, 6 month, 1 year, sometime in the future)

? May we use your company as a reference company?
City, Date

Signature
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